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Abstract: In Digital Signal Processing Adaptive filtering concept considered as one of the core fundamental concept. The concept of 

adaptive filtering is used in several DSP applications such as adaptive noise cancellation, including echo cancellation, adaptive 

equalization, and adaptive beam forming. Today’s telecommunication systems are severely faces “Acoustic echo cancellation” problem 

i.e. the quality of the communication decays due to the interference caused by acoustic echo. Therefore in this paper we propose an 

advanced “LMS” adaptive filter to improve the communication quality by providing the channel equalization and reducing the 

unwanted echo. In this paper we not only restricted our simulated results for LMS but also discusses about NLMS which means that 

most efficient technique for echo cancellation. In this paper we also provide the simulation results for comparison of different adaptive 

techniques for Mean Square Error. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In Digital Signal Processing adaptive filtering is one of the 

core technologies, where we find its applications in several 

areas of science. Advanced electric circuits which are used 

to allow a specific range of electric of electric signals within 

interested frequency bands and suppress the signals the 

outside the specific range called as Filters. If the input of the 

filter is static in nature then the resultant solution of the filter 

is known as Wiener Filter, but in real time environment the 

input to the filter is dynamic in nature so we propose another 

advanced method i.e. adaptive filtering. Adaptive filters 

required set of predetermined initial values (as filter 

coefficients). In dynamic environment, the adaptive filter 

algorithm shall estimate time variations in the statistics of 

input data, provided that the variations are sufficiently slow. 

In this paper we proposed advanced adaptive filers for 

channel equalization and Echo cancellation. Generally echo 

signals are resultant signals of combination of original data 

signal plus time delayed data signal. An adaptive filter is a 

self-designing filter that uses a recursive algorithm (known 

as adaptation algorithm or adaptive filtering algorithm) to 

“design itself.”  

 

Geneally echo signal consists of two signals as one is 

original data signal and another one is Reverberated signal 

of original signal, the second one is attenuated signal of 

message signal. This paper mainly concentrates on the 

suppressing of echo signal of the data signal and performs 

the channel equalization using advanced adaptive filters. 

 

Remaining of this paper is organised as section II discusses 

about the introduction adaptive filter and criteria for 

considering MSE in designing of adaptive filters. LMS 

algorithm introductions, implementation of LMS algorithm, 

importance of step size and tap length are discussed in 

section III. Section IV and V consists of discussion about 

Normalized LMS and RLS. The simulated results are 

discussed in section VI as generated data and echo signal. 

System response of the designed adaptive filter for intended 

input and comparison of various adaptive filters in terms of 

Mean Square Error. Finally paper is concluded with the 

future scope. 

 

2. Introduction to Adaptive Filters 
 

Adaptive filters are dynamic in nature i.e. in order to achieve 

the desired output the characteristics of the filters are 

changed iteratively. The most important note for adaptive 

filter is “Cost Function” which is determined as the 

difference between the desired output d(n) and actual output 

y(n). 

 

Figure 1: Adaptive echo Cancellation system 
 

Block diagram of the adaptive echo cancellation is shown in 

above figure 1. Where  

H (n): impulse response of the system. 

W (n): represents the adaptive filter used to cancel the echo 

signal. 

e(n): Error signal 

e (n) = d(n)-y(n) 

e(n) is a feedback signal for dynamically changing the filter 

coefficients. 

 

Adaptive filters are designed to equate the actual output y(n) 

to desired signal d(n). Therefore the error signal is feedback 

for each iteration to obtain the desired output. Whenever the 

error signal is zero it means that filter output is equal to 

desired output. At this situation the echoed signal is 
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completely cancelled. 

 

3. Criteria of MSE in Designing of Adaptive 

Filters 
 

The goal behind the designing of adaptive filters is to 

estimate the desired signal d(n) from input signal sample 

x(n). In the concept of designing adaptive filters we consider 

both noise and signals are as stochastic in nature. Below 

figure displays the linear filter with the aim of estimating the 

d(n) 

 
Figure 2: Prototype Adaptive Filtering Scheme 

 

4. LMS Algorithm 
 

Least Mean Square algorithm is a stochastic gradient based 

algorithm type adaptive filter and it utilises the gradient 

vector of the filter weights [2-4]. LMS algorithm is well 

known adaptive filter because of its less complexity and 

simplicity. 

 

Therefore the filter weights for the LMS adaptive filter at 

each and every iteration is 

)()(2)()1( nxnenwnw   (1) 

x(n) : time delayed input vector values and x(n) is defined as  

x(n) = [x(n) x(n-1) x(n-2) .. x(n-N+1)]
T
 

w(n): coefficients of the adaptive filter and  

w(n) = [w0(n) w1(n) w2(n) .. wN-1(n)]
T 

 : Positive step size parameter. 

Performance of the LMS algorithm depends on updating 

factor i.e. step size parameter and it controls the influence of 

the updating factor. 

 

If the μ is too small adaptive filter consumes more 

convergence time for optimal desired output and if it is very 

large the output of the system is deviates from desired signal 

and the system becomes unstable [5-8]. 

 

5. LMS Algorithm Implementation 
 

For every iteration we can write the LMS algorithm as  

1. Filter output :  

y(n) = w x(n)  

2. Error Estimation : 

 e(n) = d(n) – y(n)  

3. Tap Weight adaptation: 

   )()()(1 nxnenwnw   

LMS algorithm is a method of steepest descent algorithm 

and it is implemented as 

 nnwnw  )()1(  (2) 

n  is a gradient vector evaluated at point w=w(n) 

w(n+1)=w(n)-n e
2
(n) (3) 
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e
2
(n)=-2e(n)x(n) (7) 

Therefore from equation 2 and 6 

  )()(2)(1 nxnenwnw   (8) 

The above equation is known as LMS tap weight adaption. 

Tap weight adaption is dynamic in nature and it changes for 

every iteration to minimizing the cost function. However, 

the performance of the LMS algorithm is often sub-optimal 

and the convergence rate is small. This, therefore, provides 

the motivation to explore and study variable step size LMS 

adaptive algorithms for various applications. 

 

6. Importance of Step Size 
 

Step size is a very important factor in designing of adaptive 

filters. In LMS adaptive filters the step size is constant or 

fixed. Larger step size will reduces the convergence time but 

it increases the Mean Square Error. Therefore the selection 

of step size will affects the entire system performance and 

the selection of the step size is application specific with 

priority requirements such as fast convergence, robustness, 

tracking capability and adaptation accuracy. The efficient 

and optimum step size will be determined using cost 

function at each iteration for obtaining minimum MSE. 

 

For maintaining the stability with the LMS filter the step 

size of the filter is designed as 

 owertapweightp20    (9) 

Tap weight power is defined as sum of the all tap inputs in 

the transversal filter. 

 

Importance of Filter TAP Length 
The filter tap length plays a very important role in 

performance of filters. The performance of adaptive filters 

depends on tap length of the filter, how much it is sufficient 

to cover the impulse response of the channel. However the 

long tap length leads to poor convergence rates and small tap 

lengths leads to computational complexity. From equation 4, 

when the power of the input signal is unstable and large i.e. 

varies continuously LMS algorithm becomes unstable and 

there is no optimal solution which is known as gradient 

noise amplification. To deal with this problem, a modified 

version of LMS known as Normalized algorithm can be 

implemented. 

 

7. NLMS Algorithm 
 

For non stationery input signals determining the upper 

bound step size is not as easy as possible. But in the most of 

the applications the input signals are dynamic in nature, to 
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overcome this problem Normalized LMS is proposed. In this 

scheme the step size is normalized by the input signal 

power, which increases the convergence speed at low MSE. 

The only difference between LMS and NLMS is the 

normalized step size which normalized using the input 

power in NLMS.As the name implies, the NMLS algorithm 

is an effective approach particularly when the variation of 

the input signal power is large, by normalizing the update 

step size with an estimate of the input signal variance. 

The estimated tap weight for the NLMS is defined as 

  )()(
)(

)(1
2

nxne
nx

nwnw




 (10)

 

  is adaption constant and it is defined as 0< <2 

Therefore the Normalized Least Mean Square algorithm is 

always considerable filter fast convergence and low mean 

square error. Since from the above equation the convergence 

rate is proportional to adaption constant and inversely 

proportion to signal power, so by choosing the approximate 

 value, the NLMS algorithm convergence faster than LMS 

filters. 

 

8. RLS Algorithm 
 

The main advantage of LMS algorithm is its simplicity, but 

it is designed only for stable input signals only, it provides 

low convergence and less auto correlation. LMS filters are 

designed only for limited purposes with less upper bound 

and slower convergence. Therefore to attain faster 

convergence rate we required dynamic step size selection as 

per dynamic signal input power, which is possible by the 

concept of Recursive Least Square Algorithm. The RLS 

algorithm is based on error estimation of input signal and 

desired signal i.e. least square estimation. The difference 

between statistical approach and RLS is, RLS scheme 

adopted the least squares concept instead of MSE. The cost 

function for RLS algorithm is defined as 

   ken n

n

k

kn 2

1




 (6)

 

From the above equation it is clear that the cost of RLS 

algorithm requires values of previous samples to produce the 

required desired signal.  Is a positive integer as 0<  .RLS 

algorithms are known for excellent performance when 

working in time varying environments. These advantages 

come with the cost of an increased computational 

complexity and some stability problems 

 

9. Analysis of Results 
 

The simulation results of this paper are analysed using 

MATLAB software. The simulated results are discussed in 

this section as generated data and echo signal. System 

response of the designed adaptive filter for intended input 

and comparison of various adaptive filters in terms of Mean 

Square Error. This analysis is discussed as  

 
Figure 3: Echo affected signal 

 

Figure 3 represents the echo affected signal. It consists of 

original data signal and as well as time delayed original data 

signal which is termed as echo signal. As echo signal is 

additive n nature the original data signal is completely 

affected by echo signal as shown in above figure. For our 

project investigation we consider 10000 samples. Echo 

signal has the characteristics same as Additive White 

Gaussian Noise. 

 

 

Figure 4: Design of filter coefficients 

 

Above figure represents the design of filter coefficients for 

data signal and as well as echo signal. As shown in above 

figure LMS filter has the constant tap weights. Since very 

short time delay exists between original signal and echo 

signal we design adaptive filter with two different time 

delays which are corresponded to signal and echo. These 

coefficients are nothing but tap weights of the filters. These 

coefficients ate stable for Least Mean Square adaptive 

filters. 
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Figure 5: System Response of Adaptive Filter 

 

Above figure represents the system response of the designed 

LMS adaptive filter. As from the above simulation results 

we observed that most of the echo components are from the 

signal. It is not possible to remove the echo completely from 

the signal, since the echo signal is additive in nature. 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of Adaptive Filters 

 

Above figure represents the comparison of three advanced 

adaptive filters as LMS, NLMS and RLS. 

 

These parameters describes the dynamic nature of the filters 

and it is defined as the number of iterations needed to come 

stable MSE i.e. steady state MSE and it is also known as 

Mean asymptotic square error or MASE. This concerns how 

fast the algorithm will change the filter parameters to their 

final values. 

 

As already discussed in previous sections the LMS adaptive 

filter has the stable step size irrespective of input signal and 

where as the NLMS has normalized step size, which is 

normalized by using input signal power. Both these filters 

are limited with input signal power and do not have the 

knowledge of previous samples. But these limitations are 

overcome by the concept of RLS. In RLS the step size varies 

as per input signal power and therefore there is less MSE 

when compared to previous which is proved in simulation 

results. Therefore the RLS algorithm is best suitable interms 

of MSE and LMS is preferable interms of less complexity. 

 

10. Conclusion 
 

From the analysis of simulation results, LMS algorithm is 

most suitable in terms of low complexity for known power 

signals and RLS is most suitable for dynamic natured 

signals. But the RLS algorithm faces high complexity and 

the LMS faces high MSE. RLS algorithm is used for high 

quality applications. NLMS is suitable for intermediate 

signals. However the usage of adaptive filters depends on 

priority of echo cancellation 
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